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Abstract. A von Neumann algebra stf on a separable, complex Hilbert space

%A has property A„ if for every n x n array {f¡ } of elements in the predual

there exists sequences {x,} , {>»■} in %? such that f¡ j(A) = (Ax¡, y ) for

all A va. sá and 0 < i, j < n . We show that the von Neumann algebras with

property AN are the von Neumann algebras with properly infinite commutant.

We describe how these properties are transformed by the tensor product. We

characterize the abelian von Neumann algebras with property An .

Let MA be a separable, complex Hilbert space, and let AAA(MA) be the algebra

of bounded linear operators on MA. Let A? be an ultraweakly closed subspace

of A? (MA), and let ¿^ be the space of ultraweakly continuous linear function-

al on 5A. We call «5^ the predual of A?. Since the fundamental paper of S.

Brown [2], there has been considerable interest in the structure of ^ , particu-

larly when A? is a singly generated dual algebra (cf. [1]). But the study of the

predual of a von Neumann algebra goes back to Murray and von Neumann in

[5]. In this paper we use the ideas in [1] to obtain more precise information

about the predual of certain von Neumann algebras, including the type III and

abelian ones.

For x , y in M*, x®y will denote the element of «5^ defined by x®y(S) =

(Sx, y) for S in A?. The following definition plays a central role.

Definition. Let 5A be an ultraweakly closed subspace of A? (MA), and let m

and n be cardinal numbers with 1 < m , n < N0 . The space <9" has property

Am n if for every m x n array {ft ¡}, 0 < i < m , 0 < j < n , of elements of

«5^ there exist sequences {x¡} , 0 < i < m , and {v } , 0 < j < n , in MA such

that f ,. = x, <8) y,. for 0 < i < m , 0 < j < n .
I > J l J — —

We write An for An n. Von Neumann algebras with property A, have

been previously characterized, and we reproduce some of these characteriza-

tions along with some new ones in Theorem 1. Theorem 4 describes the von

Neumann algebras with property AM .   In particular, type III algebras have
"0
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property AN . Theorem 6 shows how these properties are transformed by the

tensor product. Finally, Theorem 9 characterizes the abelian von Neumann al-

gebras with property An . We refer the reader to [3] for the terminology and

theory of von Neumann algebras. The following refinement of property A, will

be useful.

Definition. Let SA be an ultraweakly closed subspace of SA (MA), and let r > 1.

S* has property A,(r) if for every f in S^ and for every s > r there exist

vectors x and y in MA suchthat f = x®y and ||x|| ||y|| < j||/||.

Henceforth, sA will denote a von Neumann algebra. If A¡§ is also a von

Neumann algebra, we write sA = &¡ to denote that sA is unitarily equivalent

to Aie. It is easy to see that the above properties are preserved by unitary

equivalence. Also, the above properties are inherited by ultraweakly closed

subspaces of SA by [1, Proposition 2.04]. The following theorem, which is an

extension of [4, Theorem 3.5], provides several useful characterizations of von

Neumann algebras with property A, . For x in MA, [séx] will denote the

norm closure of the linear manifold {Ax: A in sA} . The commutant of sA is

denoted by sA1.

Theorem 1. Let sé be a von Neumann algebra. The following are equivalent.

(a) sA has a separating vector.

(b) sé' has a cyclic vector.

(c) For every positive normal form cp on sA , there exists a vector x in MA

such that (f> = x <g> x on sA .

(d) sA has property Ax.

(e) sA has property A, (1).

(f) sA has property A. ,, .
2

(g) For every sequence {x;} in MA with 2~ZII*,-II < °°> there exists a se-

quence {A¡} in sA1 and z in MA such that \\A¡\\ < 1, \\Az\\ =

X] \\AXjW   for all A in sA , and A¡z = x¡ for 0 < i < oo.

Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) is well known. That (b) implies (c) is

[3, Part III, Chapter 1, Theorem 4]. To show (c) implies (d), let f e s/t. By

[3, Part I, Chapter 4, Theorem 4] for all A in sA , f(A) = <f>(UA) where (f> is

a positive normal form on sA with ||0|| = ||/||, and U is a partial isometry

in sA . So there is a vector x in MA such that cp = x ® x on sA . Thus

f(A) = 4>(UA) = (UAx,x) = (Ax, U*x) for A in sA , and / = x®(U*x)
on sA .

We show (d) implies (e). Let f e sAM. Then f(A) = cf>(UA) as above. So

<f> = x ® y on sA for some x, y in MA. Because 0 is a positive form on

sA , there is a z in MA such that 4> = z ® z on sA by [3, Part I, Chapter 4,

Lemma 2]. So / = z ® (U*z) on sA . Because cf> is positive, ||0|| = 4>(I).

Thus 11/11 = ll^ll = cf>(I) = z <8) z(I) = \\z\\2 > \\z\\ \\U*z\\, since U is a partial
isometry.
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We now show (e) implies (g). If {x¡} is a sequence in MA with J2 ll*,-ll < °° >

then the form defined by f(A) = Y^(Axi > x¡) for A in sA is a positive normal

form. By hypothesis there exist x, y in M' such that f = x ® y on sA .

As before, the positivity of / implies the existence of a vector z in MA such

that f = z® z on sé , and ||/|| = f(I) = z ® 2(7) = ||2||2. Observe that

Ell AH2 = ¿Z(A*AXi,Xi) = f(A*A) = (A*Az, z) = \\Az\\2 for A in sA . In
particular, \\Ax¡\\ < \\Az\\ for each A in sA and 0 < i < co. Thus for each

i, 0 < i < oo, we can define functions Ai by A¡(Az) = Ax¡. Clearly these

functions are bounded linear operators which extend continuously to [séz].

By defining each A¡ to be 0 on the orthocomplement of [sA z], we can easily

show that Ai e sé' ; \\Aj\\ < 1, and A,z = x. for 0 < / < oc .

In order to show that (e) implies (f), we make use of the fact that (e) implies

(g). So let {f¡} be a sequence in sét. By hypothesis we can find sequences

{•*,} > {y,} m ^ sucn that fi = x¡ ®y¡ for 0 < / < N0. Choose a sequence

{r(} of positive real numbers such that ¿jri \\x¡\\ < oo . Since (e) implies (g),

we can find a sequence {A¡} in sé' and a vector z in MA such that A¡z = r¡x¡.

Thus f = (r~xAiz)®yi = z® (r^A'y/) for 0 < / < K0 .

It is clear that (f) implies (e), and we have (e) implies (g), so (f) implies (g).

Finally, we must establish that (g) implies (a). Here we will use the separability

of MA. Let {x¡} be a sequence which is dense in MA. Choose a sequence {r/}

of positive real numbers such that ¿j r¡ \\x¡\\ < oo. By hypothesis, we can find a

vector z in MA such that \\Az\\ = ¿^r¿ \\Ax¡\\ for all A in sA . Now z must

be a separating vector, for if Tz = 0 for some T in sA , then ¿j ri || Tx¡\\ = 0.

Thus Txi = 0 for 0 < i < oo . But {x¡} is dense, so T = 0.   G

For 1 < n < K0, we use Mn (sA ) to denote the algebra of n x n matrices

with entries from sé which are bounded operators on MA^n', the direct sum of

n copies of MA. The following lemma is a special case of [1, Proposition 2.3].

We state it here for convenience.

Lemma 2. Suppose sA is a von Neumann algebra and 1 < n < NQ. Then sA

has property An if and only if Mn(sA ) has property Ax.

We now present a useful necessary condition for von Neumann algebras with

property An when n is finite.

Lemma 3. Let sA be a von Neumann algebra with property An, 1 < n <

N0. For every cyclic projection E in sé', there exist n pairwise orthogonal

projections in sé1 each of which is equivalent to E.

Proof. Let E be a cyclic projection in sé'. Then E is the projection onto

[see] for some e in MA. Consider the form / on Mn(sé) defined by f((Ai .))

— J2(A¡ ¡e, e) for (Ai .) in Mn(sé). Clearly / is a positive normal form on

Mn(sé). By Lemma 2, M (sé) has property A.. By Theorem 1, there exists

a vector x = (xx, ... , xn) in MA^n' such that / = x® x on Mn(sé). It follows
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that (Ae, e) = (Ax¡, x¡) for A in sé and 1 < i < n , and (Ax¡, x¡) = 0 for

A in sé and i^j. Thus \\Ae\\2 = (A*Ae, e) = (A*Axl,xi) = |Mx(.||2 for ,4

in sé and 1 </'<«. Define V¡(Ae) = Ax¡ for A in sé and 1 < i < n.

Then each Vi extends to an isometry from [Ae] onto [Ax/]. By defining Vi

to be 0 on the orthocomplement of [Ae], we obtain a partial isometry in sé'

such that V*Vi = E and V¡V* = E¡, where Zs( is the orthogonal projection

onto [Ax/]. Because (Ax¡, x ■) = 0 for all A in sé and i ^ j, it follows

that Z?; is orthogonal to E. when i ^ j. Thus Ex, ... , En are the desired

projections.   D

We are now able to characterize the von Neumann algebras with property

AN . For A ese and 1 < n < N0 , A(n) will denote the direct sum of n copies

of A, and j/(n) will denote the set {A(n) : Ae sé}. We use sé+ to denote

the set of positive operators in sé .

Theorem 4. Let sé be a von Neumann algebra. The following are equivalent.

(a) sé ' is properly infinite.

(b) sé =sé{*o).

(c) sé has property AN .

(d) sé has property An for 1 < n < K0.

(e) M^ (sé) has properly A, .

Proof. To show (a) implies (b), assume sé' is properly infinite. Then sé' =

My. (sé1) by [6, Corollary 14]. We obtain (b) by taking the commutant of both

sides. That (b) implies (c) is a consequence of [1, Proposition 3.9]. That (c)

implies (d) is obvious. We show (d) implies (a). Let / be a nonzero normal

trace on (sé')+ . Then there is a cyclic projection E such that f(E) > 0. We

show that / is infinite. Fix n , 1 < n < K0 . By Lemma 3, we can find pairwise

orthogonal projections Ex, ... ,En in sé' which are each equivalent to E. So

¿Z,Ej is a projection in sé', and there are partial isometries Vx, ... ,Vn in sé'

such that V* Vj = E and V¡ V* = Ei for 1 < i < n. Because / is a trace,

f(E) = fiV'Vt) = fiVtf) = f{Et) for 1 < i < ». Thus /(/) > f(£Et) =
nf(E). Because n was arbitrary, / cannot be a finite trace. So sé' is properly

infinite.

We now show that (a) implies (e). Let JA = M^ (sé). Then JA' s (sé')(Ho)

is properly infinite. We already have (a) implies (d), so the result follows.

Finally we establish that (e) implies (d). Since Mn(sé) is unitarily equivalent

to a subalgebra of M„ (sé) for each n , M Asé) has property A. for 1 < n <

N0. By Lemma 2, sé has property A^ for 1 < n < K0 .   D

Corollary 5. If sé  is a type III von Neumann algebra, then sé  has property

Proof. The commutant of sé must also be type III, and so it is properly

infinite.   G
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We use sé ®AA§ to denote the von Neumann algebra generated by {A®B: A

in sé , B in AÁ8} . The next theorem shows how the property A^ is affected

by tensor products.

Theorem 6. Let sé and AÁ8 be von Neumann algebras. If sé has property Am

and 3§ has property An for 1 < m, n < N0, then sé ®A% has property Amn.

Proof. By Theorem 4 and Lemma 2, it suffices to show that Mmn(sé ® S§)

has property A, . We have Mmn(sé ® SB) = Mm(sé) ® Mn(&). By Lemma

2 or Theorem 4, both Mm(sé) and Mn(Së) have property Aj . By Theorem

1, (Mm(sé))' and (Mn(SS))' have cyclic vectors x and y, respectively. Since

(Mm(sé))' ® (Mn(&))' c (Mm(sé) ® Mn(&))', it is easy to show that x ® y

is cyclic for (Mm(sé) ® Mn(&))'. Thus Mmn(sé ®&) has property Ax by

Theorem 1.    G

For 1 < n < N0 , we use \n for the algebra of scalars on an «-dimensional

Hilbert space.

Corollary 1. If sé is a von Neumann algebra with property Ax and 1 < n < N0,

then sé ®\n has property An.

Proof. It is easy to see that ln has property A^ for 1 < n < N0 .   a

We now turn our attention to abelian algebras. First we consider algebras of

uniform multiplicity. Here the multiplicity completely determines the size of

the systems we can solve in the predual.

Theorem 8. Let sé be a maximal abelian von Neumann algebra, and let 1 <

k < N0 . Then sé ®lk has property Am for m < k . If k < N0 and sé ®lk does

not act on the space (0), then sé ®lk does not have property Am for m > k.

Proof. Because sé is abelian, it has a separating vector. So by Theorem 1, sé

has property Ax . Thus by Corollary 7, sé ®\k has property Ak , and the first

assertion is now obvious.

To prove the second assertion, assume that sé ®\k has property Am for

some m > k. Then sé ®\k has property Ak+X . For 1 < i < k, let E¡ be

the element of Mk(sé) = (sé ®\)' which has I in the z'th row, z'th column,

and 0 elsewhere. It is easy to show that Ex, ... , Ek are pairwise orthogonal

equivalent cyclic projections with J2E¡ = I. By Lemma 3, there exist k + 1

pairwise orthogonal projections Fx, ... , Fk+X each equivalent to Ex. Because

Mk(sé) is a finite von Neumann algebra, there is a finite trace / on Mk(sé)+

such that f(Ex ) > 0. Now

kf(Ex) = J2f(£i) = /(') ^ / (£*}) = E-A*}) = (fc+1)/(£,)>
which is a contradiction,   a

We finish with a characterization of the abelian von Neumann algebras with

property An. Here n is determined by the smallest multiplicity that occurs

nontrivially in the decomposition of the algebra into pieces of uniform multi-

plicity.
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Theorem 9. Suppose sé is an abelian von Neumann algebra. Let sé be unitarily

equivalent to Y,®(sék®lk), where each sék is a maximal abelian von Neumann

algebra acting on a Hilbert space MAk . For 1 < n < N0, sé has property An if

and only if MAk = (0) for all k < n.

Proof. Suppose MAk = (0) fork<n. Trivially, sék ®Ik has property An

fork<n. If k > n, then sék ®Ik has property An by Theorem 8. By

Lemma 2 or Theorem 4, Mn(sék ® lk) has property A¡ for every k, 1 < k <

K0. Thus Mn(sék®\k) has property At(l) for every k by Theorem 1. Now

Mn(sé) = ^®Mn(sék ®Ik). Since each summand has property A,(l), the sum

has property Ax by [1, Proposition 2.055]. Thus by Lemma 2 or Theorem 4,

sé has property An .

Now we prove necessity. So assume sé has property A^. Because each

sék®\k is unitarily equivalent to a subalgebra of sé , each sék®\k has property

An . If k < n , then k is finite and MAk = (0) by Theorem 8.   D
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